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Summary
This document introduces the ‘Ordsall Method’ - a participatory action research process to
engage people in academic projects by working with local intermediaries and supporting local
ideas.
The Ordsall Method is a 15 step process on how to:
- Identify community partners for a research project
- Develop activities as part of a research process
- Promote participants’ activities as part of the research sharing stage
This method is based on a research initiative led by the University of Salford between 2014-2015
as part of ‘Cultural Intermediation in the Creative Economy’, a project funded by the Arts and
Humanities Research Council’s ‘Connected Communities’ programme. In collaboration with local
intermediaries, the academics developed a research process which resonated with local people
and supported them on a range of activities around curating history, setting up social enterprises,
capturing a sense of place and sharing knowledge.
The Ordsall Method is a contribution to the ‘impact agenda’ in universities with its increasing attention
to wider societal benefit both during and after the academic research process. While impactful
research is not new, this so-called ‘participatory turn’ (Facer & Enright, 2016) increases interest in
conducting research with, not on, people. The method aims to develop capacity for ‘reflective
learning, translation, facilitation and participatory engagement’ (N8, 2016) and adds a new
variation to existing methods of co-designing and delivering research with communities.
Two key principles underpin the Ordsall Method:
- Engagement with existing activity in the community and work with local intermediaries
- Support the development of local people’s ideas as part of the research process
“We want to work with not be done to.”

“We need to maximise what’s already there.”

- Laura Kendall, Resident

- Leslie Holmes, Salford Lads Club

These principles recognise that communities have complex and multi-layered dynamics, networks
and relations. People are already working hard on their own ideas and aspirations. Engaging with
communities without an adequate understanding of the existing landscape will limit the potential
impacts of research; supporting people’s activities will enable them and inform the research.
We invite academics and communities to adopt and adapt the Ordsall Method and share their own
experiences with us via www.ideas4ordsall.org
Dr Jessica Symons and Dr Beth Perry
Facer & Enright, 2016, Creating Living Knowledge

https://connected-communities.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Creating-Living-Knowledge.Final_.pdf

N8, 2016, Knowledge That Matters: Realising the Potential of Co-Production
http://www.n8research.org.uk/view/5163/Final-Report-Co-Production-2016-01-20.pdf
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Introducing Ordsall
During the AHRC-funded project, Cultural Intermediation, Ordsall was identified as a
‘hard-to-reach’ area in Salford, Greater Manchester, UK. Since the project aimed to engage
with, and support, a community as part of the research process, Ordsall seemed an
appropriate fit.

Ord s a l l : Fa c t s & F i g u re s
- Total population 16,750
-10th ‘most deprived’ ward in country
- 8.6% residents on Out of Work benefits
- 21.4% social housing properties
- Highest / Lowest personal income
£51,009 / £5,665
- Highest / Lowest dwelling prices
£745,000 / £50,000
Source: Salford
City Council

- Salford Lads Club is the longest continuously
open lads club in the UK (1903-2016)
- The local community are proud of their
industrial heritage as builders of nearby
Salford Quays and Manchester Ship Canal
- New community allotments were installed in
2014 after a 7 year campaign
- Many artists and community organisers live
and work in Ordsall
- New Barracks Housing Co-operative recently
celebrated their 25 year anniversary
Source: Local Residents

During preliminary enquiries in Ordsall, it emerged that local people were concerned by twin
issues of rapid commercialisation and ongoing bureaucratic intervention in and around their
area. The gentrification of Salford Quays as a ‘digital and arts hub’ and new apartments
capitalising on the area’s proximity to Manchester city centre had disrupted existing and close
relationships. As a community ‘under siege’, people were reluctant to engage with ‘more
people from the university’. Instead, they asked ‘why does no-one ever support our ideas for
this community?’ In response, through negotiation and discussion, the research team explored
ways of aligning research objectives with local community aspirations in the project
design. Ideas4Ordsall was established to research the development of cultural activities in
Ordsall working with cultural intermediaries to support local people to develop their own ideas.

Ordsall, Salford

“The people should be involved in the conversation at
the beginning. We’ve got skills and knowledge of
actually how to do things. But you can’t do that
unless it’s right at the beginning, embedded in
the development stage.”
- Ordsall Community Resident

Source: Open Street Map
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Introducing the Ordsall Method
Building on insights from the Ideas4Ordsall research activities, we have developed our
engagement process as a ‘method’ for others to use, adapt and develop further.
The Ordsall Method focuses on three stages:
1.
Identify: identifying community partners for a research project
2.
Develop: catalysing activities as part of the research process
3.
Promote: celebrating participants’ activities as part of research sharing stage.
PHASE 1 = IDENTIFY
PHASE 2 = DEVELOP
PHASE 3 = PROMOTE
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Figure 1: A growing metaphor helped orient our understanding of the engagement process developed
during research in Ordsall
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The Ordsall Method
Ideas4Ordsall was designed to work with existing organisations and artists embedded in the
area who provided vital bridging functions into communities, networks and resources, By
working with these ’cultural intermediaries’, the project team was able to build on local
knowledge to create synergies and develop partnerships and activities. The researchers also
drew insight from creative, cultural and urban processes, idea development and social
entrepreneurship.
The project focused on effective engagement with local cultural intermediaries – small,
independent organisations and individuals who were well-connected in the area. In Ordsall,
these intermediaries were Let’s Go, Chapel Street Community Arts, Ordsall Community Arts
and artist Amber Sanchez. They made the research possible.
From January – September 2015, 25 people were supported by these four intermediaries and
the university to develop 21 ideas ranging from a community festival and art collective to a
local history play and noticeboard. As part of the academic research project, £50,000 from
the Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC) directly funded these activities. A celebration
event on Saturday 12th September showcased these ideas and the local people who
participated. The academics developed research insights by spending time with the project
participants, working alongside and helping but not overly directing activities determined by
local people themselves.
The high level of community engagement by the end of the research project contrasts with
the initial local rejection of ‘more people from the university’. This positive outcome
motivated the project researchers to develop and share their engagement process as the
‘Ordsall Method‘.
The Ordsall Method builds on the two main principles:
- Working with local intermediary organisations
- Supporting people to develop their own ideas
By ‘maximising what is already there’, the Ordsall Method puts the university in service to
the local community, supporting them to develop their own ideas for cultural activities whilst
also achieving research outcomes.
By sharing this approach, we hope academics and funders can gain inspiration and ideas on
how to increase research impact whilst also respecting pre-existing community dynamics.
In the following pages we outline the Ordsall Method as a structured approach, showing how
we used and applied this in Ideas4Ordsall. More details can be found on the website
www.ideas4ordsall.org
www.ideas4ordsall.org
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The Ordsall Method: a step-by-step guide
Academics should develop this method in co-operation with local intermediaries, situating
them as co-producers of knowledge. The following steps emphasise the need to engage with
cultural intermediaries in the chosen area and work with local people to develop their own
ideas.

Phase 1: Identify a community for collaborative research
1.
2.
3.
4.

Map: Explore area dynamics of people, activities, processes and relationships
Understand: Identify key organisations and individuals with influence in chosen area
Stimulate: Identify intermediaries to support the project
Accept: Recruit intermediaries and co-develop action research plan

Page 8
Page 9
Page 10
Page 10

Phase 2: Developing participatory research activities
5. Find: Support intermediaries to involve people in research project
6. Cohort: Group people into cohorts led by their intermediary
7. Plan: Develop research strategy with intermediaries that catalyses activity
8. Encourage: Support development of activities that inform research
9. Independence: Emphasise the autonomous nature of activities
10. Gather: Monthly sessions bringing the cohort together
11. Network: Use connections and resources to support activities

Page 12
Page 13
Page 14
Page 15
Page 16
Page 18
Page 19

Phase 3: Promoting insights and activities
12.
13.
14.
15.

Promote: Share activities through media and face-to-face meetings
Celebrate: Hold events at prestigious locations to influence decision makers
Explore: Share and develop insights about the research with project participants
Share: Pass on the learning about Ordsall Method

Page 20
Page 22
Page 23
Page 24
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THE ORDSALL METHOD

Phase 1: Identify

Phase 1: Identify a community for collaborative research
1. Map

Explore area dynamics of people, activities, processes and relationships

Get to know the dynamics of the area chosen for a research project. Anthropologists,
ethnographers, artists and community development workers have considerable expertise in
getting to know people by talking and ‘hanging out’. This is an invaluable way of getting
around the ‘usual suspects’ who can act as gatekeepers to a community.

ASK: How much do you already
know about your target community?

For Ideas4Ordsall, we commissioned local community researchers to explore themes, help us
understand previous experiences of working with universities and the issues and concerns of
Ordsall communities. We mapped bureaucratic activities, ran workshops, attended events,
hung around and helped out.

Community researchers Gail Skelly, Laura Kendall and Steph Vickers organise craft activities
at the 2014 Ordsall Festival, Ordsall Park. Photo credit: Ordsall Community Arts
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THE ORDSALL METHOD
2. Understand

Phase 1: Identify

Identify key organisations and individuals with influence in chosen area

Interview key community members and people in civic and commercial organisations
engaged in the area. Combine interview insights with local conversations to develop an
understanding of the community dynamics and to shape research project design.

ASK: Who has influence in the area?

In Ideas4Ordsall, we gained insight into community dynamics through face-to-face interviews,
informal open discussions, desk research and via press and social media. We organised
workshops for stakeholders to participate in identifying issues, key actors and organisations
in Ordsall.

Mapping Ordsall, T h e L o w r y , S a l f o r d Q u a y s . P h o t o c r e d i t : V i c k y S i m p s o n
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THE ORDSALL METHOD
3. Stimulate

Phase 1: Identify

Identify intermediaries to support the project

Draw on community advice and feedback to shape a call for Expressions of Interest.
This identifies co-operative ‘intermediaries’ to support the research project. The intermediary
can help facilitate local relationships.

ASK: Who can support our activity in the area?
In Ideas4Ordsall, we identified individuals and organisations who were already working
in the area and had good relationships with local people. We listened carefully to their
observations and insights.

A collage of Ordsall by academic Jessica Symons at
Ordsall Community Café breaks the ice at a project
participant recruitment event. Photo credit: Beth Perry

4. Accept

Recruit intermediaries and co-develop action research plan

Engage intermediaries in the project research design, listening carefully to their insights and
recommendations. Develop an approach which emphasises reciprocal learning and activities.
Provide a budget to support them. Be realistic about their time and availability. Be careful
about raising expectations of intermediaries and participants.

ASK: How should we run this project?
In Ideas4Ordsall, the intermediaries were small, local, independent and community-facing
organisations and individuals with strong connections in the area. They helped the
research team anticipate issues and concerns. For instance, they advised that people
would not want to ‘pitch’ or compete for money but would prefer to share it evenly
between them.
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THE ORDSALL METHOD

Phase 1: Identify

The Intermediaries
The intermediaries in Ordsall were critical to the success of the research project. They
were three individuals running small, local cultural organisations and a freelance artist.
Chris Doyle - Cultural Intermediary

Chris Doyle putting up poster for
exhibition event. Photo credit: Len Grant

Chris is Co-ordinator at Chapel St Community Arts and supported Verity
Gardner (Islington Community Festival); Dave Peters (Theatre Workshops); David
Winston (the life history of WW1 nurse heroine Edith Cavell); Joe Feeley
(Ukulele classes in schools); Mike Kelly (How is it for you Islington? photo journal)
www.cscarts.wordpress.com

Amber Sanchez - Cultural Intermediary

Amber Sanchez (right) with Rosemary
Swift. Photo credit: Jessica Symons

Amber is a freelance artist and supported Rosemary Swift (Ordsall Social
History play); Aisling Dunne, Elaine Sands and Kate Sparkes (Celebrating 25
years of New Barracks Housing Co-op); Ronnie Crowther (Establishing Ordsall
Art Collective); Marie Cash (Installing bee hives in Ordsall Allotments)
www.monsterpots.co.uk

Karen Shannon - Cultural Intermediary

Karen Shannon.
Photo credit: Let’s Go

Karen is Founding-Director and Creative Producer at Let’s Go and supported
David Lowther (Ordsall Washing Line artworks); Ross McCormack (Bike
workshops); Cathy Rothwell / Angela Carter (Film celebrating DIY Theatre
Company); Mike Atherton / John Elliot (Film about Lord Puglington in Ordsall)
www.weareletsgo.co.uk

Gail Skelly - Cultural Intermediary

Gail Skelly (left) with Laura Kendall.
Photo credit: OCA

Gail is Creative Producer at Ordsall Community Arts and supported Laura
Kendall (On in Ordsall noticeboard and Facebook group); George Tapp
(Salford popup mining museum); Steph Vickers (Celebrating the social legacy
of the letterpress); Ray Jones (Cooking with community and feeding homeless
people); Jodie Carr (Craft workshop for kids); Nargiza Ibrahim (Founding a
graphic design and print business); Shannon Randall (Dog walking services)
www.ocarts.co.uk
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THE ORDSALL METHOD

Phase 2: Develop

Phase 2: Developing participatory research activities
5. Find

Support intermediaries to involve people in research project

Ask the intermediaries to use their networks to find people who may be interested in taking
part in the research project. Develop easy ways to communicate the project. Respond and
adapt to issues as they arise but also stay close to overall project research aims. Be aware
of your potential impact on existing ways of working.

ASK: Who has ideas that could be
developed as part of this project?

In Ordsall, we followed the intermediaries as they talked to people and gained insight into the
community through these interactions. We produced a Frequently Asked Questions sheet to
help explain the project. We also created the Ideas4Ordsall ‘brand’ to localise the research
activity.

A project participant recruitment event at Ordsall Community Café facilitated
by local intermediaries. Photo credit: Beth Perry
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THE ORDSALL METHOD
6. Cohort

Phase 2: Develop

Group people into cohorts led by their intermediary

Ask each intermediary to gather their group of people into a ‘cohort’ to stimulate a sense of
solidarity and shared purpose for those involved. Be aware that while this structure reduces
academic management time so research can be undertaken working alongside the
intermediaries, it may increase demands on the intermediaries themselves.

ASK: How to support intermediaries
as they work with their groups?

The intermediaries identified people they already knew as well as finding local people through
recommendation. They engaged, nurtured and tried to maintain enthusiasm throughout the
research period. Researchers got to know participants through these existing trusted
relationships. The setting up of new ‘groups’ through the project had time and resource
implications for the intermediaries.

The cohorts discuss their ideas for cultural activities with each other and the researchers, Sacred Trinity Church.
Photo credit: Vicky Simpson
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THE ORDSALL METHOD
7. Plan

Phase 2: Develop

Develop research strategy with intermediaries that catalyses activity

Reframe research aims and objectives into meaningful questions which can be shared with
project participants. Work with intermediaries and their cohorts to co-develop an outline
action plan to explore these questions and align with existing interests and activities.
Be open and practical about timings, budgets and capacity.

ASK: How to move from research
strategy to action?

Ideas4Ordsall was designed to ‘give existing ideas a boost’. This approach aligned with
the research time-frame but also allowed for people carrying on with activities
beyond our engagement. Being upfront about constraints on our time and the project
meant that people had a clear understanding about how long we would be around.

Intermediaries Karen Shannon and Amber Sanchez discussing the project
at a monthly cohort gathering, University of Salford. Photo credit: John Elliot
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THE ORDSALL METHOD
8. Encourage

Phase 2: Develop

Support development of activities that inform research

Stay engaged with activities as they develop and support where you can. This may include
providing access to your networks, resources, opportunities, similar projects or insights.
Be available, calm and helpful as much as possible. Balance is needed between research
funding requirements and allowing insights to emerge in the doing of the project.

ASK: How to support the activities?

We organised monthly gatherings and invited experts for inspiration and advice. We used our
networks to support activities and people where we could. We responded creatively to emerging
issues. This included securing additional funding from the Salford Advantage Fund to get
students involved in supporting local people in the project. We made sure people knew our
primary role was researching the process whilst also helping out. We took participants on a
fieldtrip to Balsall Heath, Birmingham to meet the rest of the Cultural Intermediation research
team.

Project participant Rosemary Smith watches her play being rehearsed by Box of
Tricks theatre company at Salford Lads Club. Photo credit: Jessica Symons
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THE ORDSALL METHOD
9. Independence

Phase 2: Develop

Emphasise the autonomous nature of activities

Ensure that project activities have clear benefits for the participants. Ideally they will be
motivated to undertake these activities anyway. Encourage ownership over project research
questions and seek support from the intermediaries in doing this. Allow for change,
adaptation and people dropping out.

ASK: How to emphasise the
self-organising aspect of project?

Ideas4Ordsall worked with four intermediaries who supported 25 people between them to
develop their own ideas for cultural activities. Some people really engaged, others dropped
out. Some ideas flourished, others faltered or took longer to mature. The cultural intermediaries
found that people needed varying levels of support to realise their ideas – from light-touch
guidance to intensive mentoring and support. Some activities are still being supported after
the project end - by intermediaries embedded in these communities who do not want to let
people down.

The activities
The research project encouraged the development of ideas by local people based on
activities they wanted to do anyway. As their ideas emerged, they oriented around 5 key
themes: Connecting Community; Curating History; Sharing Knowledge; Capturing a Sense
of Place and Developing Social Enterprise. More details about these ideas can be found
on www.ideas4ordsall.org

VERITY GARDNER
Islington Community
Festival

DAVE PETERS
Theatre Workshops

CONNECTING
COMMUNITY
LAURA KENDALL
On in Ordsall noticeboard
and Facebook group
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DAVID LOWTHER
Ordsall Washing Line
artworks

David Lowther runs an Ordsall memories workshop with the St
Clements Stitch in Time group. Photocredit: Karen Shannon.

STEPH VICKERS
Celebrating the social
legacy of the letterpress

ROSEMARY SWIFT
Ordsall Social
History play

CURATING
HISTORY
GEORGE TAPP
Salford popup
mining museum

DAVID WINSTON
The life history of WW1
nurse heroine Edith Cavell

RONNIE CROWTHER
Establishing Ordsall
Art Collective

NARGIZA IBRAHIM
Founding a graphic design
and print business

CATHY ROTHWELL,
& ANGELA CARTER
Celebrating DIY
Theatre Company

AISLING DUNNE,
ELAINE SANDS
& KATE SPARKES

DEVELOPING
SOCIAL
ENTERPRISE

MARIE CASH
Installing beehives in
Ordsall Allotments

CAPTURING
A SENSE
OF PLACE

George Tapp (left) and Paul Kelly put up their mobile mining
exhibition in Eccles Library. Photo Credit: Jessica Symons

SHANNON RANDALL
Dog walking
services

BECKIE HOUGH
Ordsall Portraits
Exhibition

Beckie Hough aspires to set up a photography company.
Photo credit: Beckie Hough

MIKE ATHERTON,
& JOHN ELLIOT
Lord Puglington’s
take on Ordsall

Celebrating 25 years of
New Barracks Housing Co-op

MIKE KELLY
How is it for you
Islington?
photo journal

ROSS McCORMACK
Bike workshops for
self-maintenance

JOE FEELEY
Ukulele classes
in schools

St Phil’s Camera Club run a pop-up studio in Bexley Square to
capture people of Islington on their daily business. Photo credit:
Jessica Symons

SHARING
KNOWLEDGE
JODIE CARR
Craft workshops
for kids

RAY JONES
Cooking with community
and feeding homeless
people

Ray Jones (middle) cooks with people at Salford Lads Club.
Photo credit: Charlie Spring
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THE ORDSALL METHOD
10. Gather

Phase 2: Develop

Monthly sessions bring the cohort together

Provide opportunities for project participants to gather and share experiences, learn from
experts or develop insights. These can be informative, developmental, social or a space to
complain and be reassured.

ASK: How are you getting on?

We hosted monthly meet-ups at the university, in local cafes and community groups, paying for
food and developing different themes that benefited the participants. The cultural intermediaries
led some of these meet-ups – encouraging people to develop their ‘maps of me’ or visualise their
ideas through craft activities. Open activities, such as getting people to stand in a line to
represent levels of confidence, identified which people needed more support.

Ordsall Art Collective collect feedback on their work at a
monthly gathering. Photo credit: Jessica Symons
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THE ORDSALL METHOD
11. Network

Phase 2: Develop

Use connections and resources to support activities

Access your academic networks and resources as appropriate. Look for connections.
Universities are large and powerful organisations. These resources can be used with intent
and purpose to support the project activities. Pay attention to the different cultures and
expectations of university and local communities.

ASK: How to connect activity to
wider conversations and networks?

We used our status as a large organisation to leverage relationships internally and with other
organisations. This included making connections into relevant teaching programmes and
departments at the University for David Winston to develop his work on Edith Cavell; and
facilitating relationships with various cultural organisations, such as the Lowry and On the 7th.

Ronnie Crowther (left) and Ross McCormack take over an empty unit at Lowry Outlet Shopping Centre
to set up a popup art gallery and shop for the Ordsall Art Collective. Photo credit: Vicky Simpson
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THE ORDSALL METHOD

Phase 3: Promote

Phase 3: Promoting insights and activities
12. Promote

Share activities through media and face-to-face meetings

Look for opportunities to share and develop the project activities through wider networks.
This can be done in a low-key way as people grow in confidence, building up to press
releases and developing connections and relationships with friendly media contacts.

ASK: How to promote the project
activities and insights?

We used different media, social media and other networks to promote the project activities
and emerging insights. This is an ongoing endeavour. We also commissioned a map to
represent the project activities. It proved popular with politicians and decision makers as a
quick, visual guide to the project. The project participants also used their networks,
social media and other forms of branding to good effect.

Steve and Julie co-organisers of the Islington Community Festival;
a project idea led by Verity Gardner. Photo credit: Jessica Symons
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THE ORDSALL METHOD

Phase 3: Promote

In the Press
Salford Online : your local community website
September, Celebration event

http://www.salfordonline.com/tag/ideas4ordsall

13 August 2015, Ordsall Art Collective gets Lowry Outlet show, by Tom Rogers
http://www.salfordonline.com/6081-ordsall-art-collective-gets-lowry-outlet-show.html

10 June 2015, Mum gets noticed in life-changing Ordsall launch, by Chris Brierley
http://www.salfordonline.com/localnews_page/56733mum_gets_noticed_in_life-changing_ordsall_launch.html

24 April 2015, Free bike maintenance planned for Ordsall kids, by Chris Brierley
http://www.archive.salfordonline.com/lifestyles_page/55985free_bike_maintenance_planned_for_ordsall_kids_.html

16 February 2015, Creative art goes overboard with Ideas4Ordsall, by Chris Brierley
http://www.salfordonline.com/lifestyles_page/54862creative_art_goes_overboard_with_ideas4ordsall.html

Manchester Evening News

http://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/news/greatermanchester-news/salford-nurse-edith-cavell-honoured-10188237

On the Platform

27 July 2015, Q&A: Jessica Symons, Research Fellow at the University of Salford,
by Grace Fleming

http://www.ontheplatform.org.uk/article/qa-jessica-symons-research-fellow-university-salford

1 July 2015: An immersive promenade through Ordsall’s history by Clare Wiley

http://www.ontheplatform.org.uk/article/immersive-promenade-through-ordsall-s-history

Map

We used a map to tell people about key sites in the area
Image credit: Mike Czerwoniuk

Social Media

Youtube Channel

Twitter

Facebook Group

http://bit.ly/1TizA5a

www.twitter.com/
ideas4ordsall

https://www.facebook.com/
groups/300034706847321/
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THE ORDSALL METHOD
13. Celebrate

Phase 3: Promote

Hold events at prestigious locations to influence decision makers

Hold a celebration event with the project participants at a prestigious location with
invited local dignitaries, friends and family. Identify one aspect of their activities
which can be celebrated. This provides an important impact opportunity but also a
boost to participants. Look for other opportunities to celebrate project activities and
insights

ASK: How to celebrate the project
activities and insights?

In Ideas4Ordsall we felt it was important to celebrate small and large milestones. At the
monthly gatherings we invited people to share their successes and stories in their own terms.
We joined local people to celebrate their key events in developing ideas. We also organised a
final event on a Saturday so family members could come. We invited the City Mayor,
Pro-Vice-Chancellor for Research & Enterprise and Ceremonial Mayor to give speeches and
hand out certificates and thank you bags. We then shared food and reflections at a nearby
arts venue, Islington Mill.

Ideas4Ordsall celebration event, September 2015. Photo credit: Nick Harrison
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THE ORDSALL METHOD
14. Explore

Phase 3: Promote

Share and develop insights about the research with project participants

Provide opportunities for reflection and discussion. Stay in touch and share ongoing
developments of research and activities. New opportunities and insights will emerge after
the formal project end and can be built into new initiatives.

ASK: What do you think?

We maintain contact through invitations to events, lunches, occasional coffees, emails and
funding applications. We support co-analysis and invite comments on research insights on an
ongoing basis. We encourage honesty and stay prepared to make substantial changes based
on feedback.

The cohorts provide input into research insights towards the end of the project, Sacred Trinity Church.
Photo credit: Jessica Symons
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THE ORDSALL METHOD
15. Share

Phase 3: Promote

Pass on the learning about fostering impactful research projects

Share your own experiences of using the Ordsall Method. It is a living process which can
grow and develop as people use it. The learning from each iteration should be passed onto
others as well as sharing the Method itself.

ASK: How to foster impactful
research projects elsewhere?

We are sharing project insights at local, regional, national, EU and international levels. We are
looking for opportunities for shared platforms with the cultural intermediaries to reflect and
build on our experiences. We have created a specific website and Youtube channel to
showcase the diverse output from the project (see Step 12).

POINTS FOR CONTINUING REFLECTION....
- The constraints and impacts of the higher education landscape: short-term
funding, contracts and project deadlines
- The inescapable institutional power of the university in participatory research
projects
- The necessary levels of resource required for cultural intermediaries to enable
them to support people’s ideas and work with academic institutions
- The need to map impacts and outcomes in the longer term once the project
funding runs out
- The positive and negative effects of the process in disrupting existing practices
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So What?
Outputs with impact from Ideas4Ordsall
The Ordsall Method, developed as
part of the Ideas4Ordsall project,
has produced a wide-range of
exciting and innovative outputs.
Over 100 people were actively
involved in the three stages of the
Ordsall Method, hundreds more
participated in the events and
activities and in the course of the
project, 21 ideas led to concrete
impacts – festivals, creative
output and new social enterprises.
More importantly, longer-term
outcomes are still unfolding. At an
individual level, some people have
realised their ideas, gained in
confidence and taken their lives
in new directions.
As the Ideas4Ordsall project has
gained momentum and press
coverage, people are talking about
the ideas and activities. Local
attitudes towards the academics
changed as people became
interested in and excited for the
local people who were developing
their ideas for cultural activities.
People in Ordsall found the project
challenging, interesting and exciting.

- The Ordsall Washing Line artworks
- Ideas4Ordsall scrapbook
- Ordsall montage
- Islington Community Festival
- "Patriotism is not enough" History lectures on Edith Cavell
- Popup Photo Portraits Booth
- Ideas4Ordsall celebration event
- Salford coal mining popup exhibition
- Ordsall Social History display
- How is it for you, Islington? exhibition
- Ordsall Social History film
- Pug my film
- Ordsall Social History (Behind the scenes) film
- A Sense of Place film
- How the Art World Works: Solo Exhibitions in Public Art
Galleries
- 2000 years of Ordsall poem animations
- Ordsall Social History play
- Centre for Cities influencing meeting
- NESTA influencing meeting
- IPPR North influencing meeting
- Ordsall Community billboard
- Ordsall Community Forum presentation
- Ordsall Events Forum presentation
- How is it for you, Islington? newspaper
- New Barracks 25th Anniversary zines
- Ideas4Ordsall map
- Ordsall Art Collective
- Ordsall Art Collective popup shop
- Ordsall Community design and print shop
- Letterpress exhibit and workshops
- Ideas4Ordsall Facebook group
- Ideas4Ordsall Twitter account
- On in Ordsall Facebook group
- Ideas4Ordsall T-shirts
- Ordsall Art Collective website and other
promotional materials
- Smiths Disco Soup cooking workshop
- Ukulele workshops
- Theatre workshops
- Ordsall memories workshops
- Bike workshops
- Ordsall Social History school workshop
- Craft workshop
- Disco Soup Manchester
- What's your idea? workshop
- Photo workshop
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Further Information
Ideas4Ordsall was part of a 4-year project, Cultural Intermediation, looking at how
people, organisations and processes ‘connected’ more disadvantaged urban communities
into the creative urban economy. The project involved partners in Birmingham and
Manchester / Salford.
To find out more about the wider project, visit http://www.culturalintermediation.org.uk
The Arts and Humanities Research Council and the UK Research Councils provided the
funding for the project. The AHRC is one of the UK’s main bodies for funding research
http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/. It is leading on Connected Communities, a research programme
http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/
which aims to help understand the changing nature of communities in their historical and
cultural contexts and the role of communities in sustaining and enhancing quality of life.
Some of the key themes include community health and wellbeing, community creativity,
prosperity and regeneration, community values and participation.
See http://connected-communities.org/ for more details.

To find out more about Ideas4Ordsall
- www.ideas4ordsall.org
- Ideas4Ordsall Youtube channel
http://bit.ly/1TizA5a
- Tweet @Ideas4Ordsall
- Email Jessica Symons on
j.symons@salford.ac.uk
- Call +44 (0) 161 295 4018

This document is available online via the Ideas4Ordsall website – www.ideas4ordsall.org
It can be cited as
Symons, J. & Perry, B., (2016) ‘Maximising what is already there’: Increasing research
impact in communities using the Ordsall Method. Salford. University of Salford.
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Ideas4Ordsall celebration event, September 2015
Laura Kendall (right) and Shannon Randall celebrate Laura’s new community billboard, Ordsall Allotments. Photo Credit: Jessica Symons

The Ordsall Method proposes an ‘impactful’ participatory action research process
for developing ‘real-world’ research projects. The Ordsall Method emphasises two
key factors – working with local intermediary organisations and supporting people
to develop their own ideas through ‘maximising what is already there’. It has been
developed by researchers at the University of Salford through ‘Ideas4Ordsall’, an
initiative funded as part of the AHRC Connected Communities research project,
Cultural Intermediation.

University of Salford Manchester
wwww.salford.ac.uk
The SURF Centre
www.surf.salford.ac.uk
Cultural Intermediation
www.culturalintermediation.org.uk
Arts and Humanities Research Council
www.ahrc.ac.uk
Ideas4Ordsall
www.ideas4ordsall.org
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